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Abstract—The development of information and communication technology 
(ICT) has led to opportunities and challenges in the educational ideas and 
practices. This study examines the impact of technological pedagogical content 
knowledge on the use of ICT in pedagogy. This study applied a quantitative 
method using Structural Equation Model (SEM). The population of the study was 
teacher in Junior high School in Mojokerto of East Java Indonesia while the 
sample was about 308 participants gathered by using proportionate stratified 
random sampling. The findings showed that first, technological pedagogical 
content knowledge directly did not affect teachers’ self-efficacy. Second, 
technological pedagogical content knowledge influences the use of ICT in 
pedagogy. Third, organizational innovative climate directly influences the 
teachers’ self-efficacy. Indeed, organizational innovative climate affects the use 
of ICT in pedagogy. Fifth, teachers’ self-efficacy influences the use of ICT in 
pedagogy. Sixth, technological pedagogical content knowledge mediated by 
teachers’ self-efficacy does not directly affect the use of ICT in pedagogy. Lastly, 
organizational innovative climate-mediated by teachers’ self-efficacy affects the 
use of ICT in pedagogy. This research could be the first step for a similar study 
in the future. 

Keywords—Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge, Organizational 
Innovative Climate, Teachers’ Self-Efficacy, Use of ICT in Pedagogy. 

1 Introduction 

The information and communication technology (ICT) plays a vital role in many 
areas including economics, management, and education. In the educational context, 
many institutions have applied ICT for teaching and learning in the classroom. Alessi 
et al. [5], revealed that ICT-based learning provides many advantages such as efficiency 
in time, wider accessibility in the subject material, and affordability in achieving 
information [54]. In acquaintance with technological education, (TPACK) technology, 
pedagogy, and content knowledge provides a creative solution developed in learning 
[6]. TPACK is knowledge about how to facilitate student learning from certain content 
through pedagogical and technological approaches [8],[9],[10]. It is considered as a 
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potential framework that can provide new directions for teachers in solving problems 
related to integrating ICT into teaching and learning activities in the classroom [11]. 

Wong and Li [12], argued that the implementation of ICT in learning has a 
significant effect on the development of teacher pedagogical competencies. 
Furthermore, it found that the implementation of ICT helps change their pedagogical 
competencies. Precisely, it allows teacher’s pedagogical competence in enhancing 
experiences, classroom conditions, and school cultures. Sara and Ronald [13] also 
suggested that to implement ICT, teachers should have excellent pedagogical 
competence first in a supportive climate. However, in both studies equally, explain the 
existence of a significant influence on the implementation of ICT on learning and 
student achievement. In contrast to the two studies, [4] stated that there was no 
substantial evidence that the implementation of ICT could help changes in the students 
learning and achievement. 

Teacher competence also has an impact on the learning process of students. 
Therefore, it is necessary for teachers who have abilities in their professional fields 
related to knowledge, attitudes and professional skills aspect [53]. To support the 
achievement of better learning quality, organizational innovative climate encourages 
innovative behavior through the development of formal actions and the provision of 
resources. Generally, organizational innovative climate measures organizational 
operations, teamwork, learning and growth, leadership success, work approach, 
environment, organizational values, resources and so forth 
[14],[15],[16],[17],[18],[19]. 

Amabile [20],[21] argued that the social circumstance plays an essential role in 
stimulating individual work motivation. When a person integrates well into an 
organization, he/she has access to adequate resources, has encouragement and support 
from the leadership, increasing individual creativity. The seriousness of the teacher in 
influencing student achievement is referring to the construct of teacher efficacy [22]. 
The teacher takes into consideration self-effort in influencing students’ learning 
outcomes. Teacher efficacy is known to have a significant relationship with student 
achievement [23],[24],[25],[26],[27],[28],[29]. 

Efficacy has to do with the confidence of the individual that influences their behavior 
towards the situation. This belief includes someone having an effort to take the 
necessary action of individual consideration of self-efforts in carrying out teaching 
tasks that encourage the achievement of expected goals. Gibson and Dembo [26] 
showed that teachers with low efficacy lack seriousness in correcting student 
weaknesses, also, to tend to judge students based on intelligence and only provide 
excellent service to intelligent students [24]. 

Teachers with low efficacy levels also tend to apply disciplinary control by applying 
penalties to ensure students following the teaching [30]. Meanwhile, when teachers 
with high efficacy apply mastery experience, strategies versus teachers with low 
teaching efficacy tend to neglect cognitive development and student effort [26]. High 
efficacy confidence encourages teachers to put more effort into their teaching 
assignments with various teaching activities and not give up easily [29]. This study 
seeks to complement the gaps of previous research by testing the effect of 
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge on the use of ICT in pedagogy. 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Overview of Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) 

Pedagogical Content Knowledge Technology (TPACK) is introduced into the field 
of educational research as a theoretical framework for understanding teacher 
knowledge needed to integrate with effective technology [9]. The TPACK framework 
is built on Shulman’s construction of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) 
technology knowledge as it lies in pedagogical content and knowledge. The framework 
in Figure 1 focuses on designing and evaluating teacher knowledge that concentrates 
on active student learning in various content fields [32]. As such, TPACK is a 
framework for thinking about what knowledge a teacher must have to integrate 
technology into teaching and how they develop this knowledge. 

 
Fig. 1. The TPACK component and extract the structural model of the mutual relationship 

between TPACK constructs 

There are seven variables that affect TPACK [8],[9],[10], including:  

• Technological Knowledge (TK) is knowledge of how to operate computers and 
relevant software 

• Pedagogical Knowledge (PK) is the ability in managing student learning 
• Content Knowledge (CK) is subject matter of knowledge such as knowledge about 

language, Mathematics, Natural Sciences, and so forth 
• Technological Content Knowledge (TCK) is knowledge about how content can 

researcher or represent by technology such as using computer simulations to 
represent and study the movements of the earth’s crust 

• Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) is knowledge about how to represent and 
formulate subjects that make them understood by others [10] 

• Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK) is knowledge about how technology 
can facilitate pedagogical approaches such as using asynchronous discussion forums 
to support the social construction of knowledge 
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• Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) is knowledge about how 
to facilitate student learning of specific content through pedagogic and technological 
approaches. 

2.2 Organizational Innovative Climate (OIC) 

Organizational Innovative Climate (OIC) is an organizational atmosphere that 
encourages innovative behavior through the development of formal actions and tools 
and the provision of resources. In general, OIC measures organizational operations, 
teamwork, learning and growth, leadership success, work approaches, environment, 
organizational values, resources, and so on [33],[15], [16],[17],[18], [19]. 

For teachers, job autonomy means that their work must be accepted and 
independently determined by the teacher to develop creative and behavior 
[16],[34],[35],[36]. Teacher job autonomy aims to produce teacher self-growth and 
emphasizes the need for organizational openness, trust, communication, and 
participation [37],[38]. For schools, innovative leadership is a crucial factor in 
sustainable operations. Several previous studies [39],[16],[40] [41],[42] suggested the 
importance of innovative leadership that goes from closed systems to open network 
systems. 

Bouckenooghe et al. [43] summarized ten dimensions of organizational change from 
the literature and suggested that trust in leadership, politics, and cohesiveness are 
essential variables for organizational climate change that members perceive. Amabile 
[20],[21] argued that the social environment plays an essential role in stimulating 
individual work motivation. 

2.3 Teachers’ Self Efficacy (TSE) 

Self-efficacy has a significant impact on teacher’s motivation and personal 
achievement. According to Gorozidis and Papaioannou [44], teachers with low self-
efficacy seem to have lower self-esteem and pessimistic thoughts about their ability to 
complete tasks. Thus, the level of teachers’ self-efficacy can lead to their motivation. It 
is important to be noted that self-efficacy builds motivation based on perceptions of 
self-competence rather than the actual level of competence [28]. Bandura [25] argued 
that a teacher who considers a task difficult then they will be slow in completing the 
task. This implies that teachers’ self-efficacy can have a more significant impact on 
how successfully a teacher implements instructional strategies, classroom management, 
and student engagement. 

2.4 Use of ICT in Pedagogy (UIP) 

The use of ICT in Pedagogy (UIP) is learning that uses ICT to transform the learning 
process between educators and students. The primary purpose of using ICT is to 
improve efficiency and effectiveness, transparency, and accountability in learning. 
There are some indicators to measures UIP including: 
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• Substitution of ICTs 
• Augmentation of ICTs 
• Modification of ICTs 
• Redefinition of ICTs 

These four indicators are known as the SAMR Model. The SAMR Model predicts 
that when faced with new technology, adaptation will begin with substitution [47]. This 
adaptation initially involves searching for different applications that use as pedagogical 
tools. Examples begin with tasks that feel safe, such as adapting existing material so 
students can access it via iPad. The application found substitution in Microsoft Office 
suite: pages for word, numbers for excel, and Keynote for Powerpoint. The teacher can 
also develop lessons that involve the use of various applications and then head to the 
training session to show how the iPad can be used in the classroom to teach others how 
to use the various applications. 

3 Method 

3.1 Research design 

This study applied a quantitative method following a descriptive explanatory 
approach [49]. There are four main variables in this study include technological 
pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK), organizational innovative climate (OIC), 
teachers’ self-efficacy (TSE), dan use of ICT in Pedagogy (UIP). The population of this 
study was approximately 1332 teachers in the Islamic Junior High School in Mojokerto 
East Java while the sample was about 308 teachers gathered using proportionate 
stratified random sampling technique. The determinant of the sample follows Slovin’s 
formula [49],[50]. In this study, researchers adopted forty-five indicators developed by 
[49],[50] to measure UIP and adapted twenty-six indicators from [51], to measure 
TPACK. Furthermore, this study also adapted sixteen indicators from [41],[42] to 
measure OIC, and twenty-four indicators from [28], to measure TSE. To collect data, 
five-point Likert’s scale that was applied for each variable from 1 for extremely 
disagree to 5 for entirely agree. Furthermore, Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 
method was apllied to understand the relationship between variables.  

Furthermore, the framework of the study is presented in the Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2. The Conceptual Framework 
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4 Results 

4.1 Process of data analysis and testing of research models 

This study uses SEM for hypothesis testing. The theoretical model in research (figure 
1) has several indicators to test for a causal relationship. This study follows the 
covariant matrix input for estimation. The test will be carried out using a confirmatory 
factor analysis model. Model compatibility (goodness of fit) for the analytical 
confirmation factor will also be tested. With the AMOS program, measures of goodness 
of fit will appear in its output. 

Analysis of confirmatory factors in exogenous constructions: Based on the results 
of the confirmatory factor analysis conducted on exogenous variables, it is known that 
the model has fulfilled the goodness of fit criteria set. The goodness of fit test value 
with χ² shows equal to 54.307 with a probability (P) of 0.053 indicating absence of the 
difference between the predicted model and observational data. Measurements the 
feasibility of the other models is in a suitable category. Furthermore, the results of 
confirmatory factor analysis on exogenous variables show that each indicator or 
dimension makes up each latent variable shows a high significance, namely the CR 
value is far above 1.96 with P < 0.05. Based on the confirmatory factor analysis, the 
research model for exogenous variables used for further analysis. 

Analysis of endogenous constructive confirmatory factors: Based on the 
calculation result of the chi-square test on endogenous constructs obtained a value of 
13.162 chi-square dam probability value of 0.155 which value mentioned above 0.05, 
besides, other criteria are also met (fit). These results indicate that endogenous 
constructs meet goodness-of-fit indices. Furthermore, based on the results of the 
confirmatory factor analysis CR values > 1.96 above 2.00 with P < 0.05. That is, the 
indicators forming latent variables are indicators or dimensions that are good as a 
measurement tool. 

Structural equation model analysis: Testing the model in SEM is carried out with 
two tests, namely the model fit test and the significance test of causality through the 
regression coefficient test. Modifications made by reducing the PK, TCK, RS, and AI 
indicators. Also, modifications were made by connecting line in one of the possible 
TPACK errors. This stage has done because the AMOS program recommends variating 
e1 and e3 errors. 
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Fig. 3. The Result of Structural Equation Model 

Based on the results of the chi-square test on the full model (figure 4) it is known 
that the chi-square value of 90.574 at a significant level of 5 percent with a value of P 
= 0.050. These results indicate that the overall model meets the model fit criteria. The 
probability value of P = 0.050 is included in the cut of value greater than 0. 05 as well 
as other criteria which all meet appropriately. Furthermore, based on the results of SEM 
analysis regressions, it is known that each indicator forming latent variables shows 
results that meet the criteria of a CR value > 1.96 with P < 0.05 and a loading factor 
value > 0.5. 

4.2 Analysis of problem identification 

Multivariate outliers evaluation testing is conducted by analyzing d-squared 
Mahalanobis. The test results of this study indicate that the minimum distance of 
Mahalanobis is 16.339 and a maximum of 41.496. Based on the chi-square value at 120 
degrees free at a significance level of 0.05 or  c² = 90.53, it indicates that there is no 
multivariate outlier. Next is an evaluation of multicollinearity and singularity. The 
output of the determination of the SEM-AMOS covariance matrix determinant sample 
program is the determinant of the sample covariance matrix = 0.000. From the output 
of the determinant calculation results of the sample covariance matrix, the determinant 
of sample covariance matrix values can be found to be near 0. 

Test the suitability of the research model used to test how good the level of goodness 
of fit of the research model. Based on the results of our model tests we get a value of P 
= 0.05 (P ≥ 0.05), Cmin/df = 1.294 < 2.00, RMSEA = 0.031 < 0.08 GFI value = 0.960 
> cut off value 0.90, AGFI value = 0.940 > cut off 0.90, TLI = 0.992 > 0.95, and the 
value of CFI = 0.960 > 0.95. Furthermore, a good model has a small Standardized 
Residual Covariance. Number + 2.58 is the limit of standardized residual values 
allowed. Based on the results of the statistical analysis, it found that there is no 
standardized residual covariance value of more than 2.58. It implies that the residual 
requirement is fulfilled. 
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4.3 Research hypothesis testing 

Table 1.  Research Hypothesis Testing 

 Estimate S.E C.R P P-Value  
Sobel Test 

Direct Influence:      
TPACK à TSE 0.080 0.133 0.603 0.546  
TPACK à UIP 0.489 0.132 3.710 ***  
OIC   à TSE 1.117 0.163 6.840 ***  
OIC     à UIP 0.800 0.335 2.386 0.017  
TSE     à UIP 0.559 0.200 2.795 0.005  
Indirect Influence:      
TPACK à TSE à UIP     0.55650 
OIC à TSE  à UIP     0.00965 

 
The first hypothesis of this study, TPACK has a positive effect on TSE. Based on 

table 2, it is known that the value of CR = 0.603 and the value of P = 0.546. Table 2 
also shows the value of CR < 1.978 and the value of P > 0.05. Thus, it can be said that 
the first hypothesis of this study rejected. Statistically, the Technological Pedagogical 
Content Knowledge (TPACK) does not affect the Teachers’ Self Efficacy (TSE). 

The second hypothesis of this study, TPACK, has a positive effect on Use UIP. The 
results of testing the value of CR = 3.710 and the value of P = 0.000. With the second 
hypothesis, this study accepted. That is, TPACK affects UIP. The third hypothesis of 
this study is that OIC has a positive effect on TSE. The test results show the value of 
CR = 6.840 and the value of P = 0.000. Thus the third hypothesis is accepted, meaning 
that OIC influences TSE. 

The fourth hypothesis of this study OIC has a positive effect on UIP. The test results 
show the value of CR = 2.386 and P = 0.017. Furthermore, the fourth hypothesis is 
accepted; there is an influence of OIC on UIP. The fifth hypothesis of this study TSE 
has a positive effect on UIP. The test results show the value of CR = 2.795 and P = 
0.005. Thus, the fifth hypothesis is accepted, meaning that TSE affects the UIP. The 
sixth hypothesis states that TPACK has an indirect effect through the TSE on UIP. The 
test results show the value of P on the Sobel Test = 0.55650 > 0.05. Thus the sixth 
hypothesis is rejected, meaning that TPCK has no direct effect on UIP mediated by 
TSE. The seventh hypothesis of OIC has an indirect effect on UIP mediated by TSE. 
The result of the P-value test is Sobel Test = 0.00965 < 0.05. Thus hypothesis seven 
can be accepted, meaning that OIC has an indirect effect on UIP mediated by TSE. 

5 Discussions 

Based on the previous test, it is known that first, TPACK did not affect TSE. It means 
that respondents do not think that the teacher’s belief can produce positive students in 
relation to their technology, pedagogy, and content of knowledge material. In addition, 
their moderate ability in terms of TPACK has nothing to do with their self-efficacy, and 
their self-efficacy which does not result in their ability being also in TPACK. This 
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finding supports the previous study by [3] which mentioned that there is no relationship 
between variables. However, the result of the study in opposite with studies by [2] 
which remarked a correlation between variables. It implies that the higher of TPACK 
will probably not affect teachers’ self-efficacy. 

On the other hand, from the statistical results, it can be drawn that TPACK 
significantly affects UIP. This finding shows results that are in line with [1] which 
stated that the majority of respondents have low pedagogical ICT competence. Teachers 
have a good level of knowledge in all TPACK and SAMR constructs that score, 
prospective teachers have low skills and inefficient support in the use of basic ICT. The 
impact of TPACK and the characteristics of the SAMR model associated with planning 
the use of technology and redesign of learning tasks are evident. Most of the challenges 
identified were related to lack of infrastructure, readiness to change and lack of 
competence in pedagogical ICT applications. Similarly, a prior study by [9] mentioned 
that with TPACK being better than these teachers, UIP will be better too. The use of 
Skype is also limited to the time and conditions in the sense that teachers and students 
do not always have the same free time and also not all regions are covered by good 
signals that make it difficult to connect with Skype for example. 

Furthermore, the results of testing the effect of OIC on the TSE showed a significant 
correlation. Similarly, the findings of this study support the prior studies by [41],[42]. 
The results of the work in the field also indicate that there are schools and teachers who 
are not involved in the planning, creation and even implementation of these 
innovations. As a result, the new idea or innovation is considered by the teacher or 
schools not their and belongs to someone else who does not need to be implemented 
because it is not following the wishes or conditions of their school. 

Organizational innovative climate also influences the use of ICT in pedagogy. The 
results of this study are in line with the findings of [14],[15] which mentioned a positive 
correlation between variables. On the other hand, it means that a better organizational 
innovative climate will lead to greater the use of ICT in pedagogy. Meanwhile, based 
on the test, it is known that teachers’ self-efficacy influences the use of ICT in 
pedagogy. The results of this study support by [28] findings that teachers’ self-efficacy 
directly has a positive and significant influence on the use of ICT in pedagogy. For 
students’ closed behavior, the stimulus is needed in the form of attention, perception, 
knowledge or awareness. 

The test results of the study show that the indirect effect of between organizational 
innovative climate on the use of ICT in pedagogy through teachers’ self-efficacy. This 
finding in contract with previous research by [53] which mentioned that TPACK 
significantly influences TSE and perceived ease to use technology. TPACK is also 
positively influenced by perceived ease to use technology and perceived usefullness 
technology in the classroom. Finally, TSE, perceived ease to use and perceived 
usefulness using technology have an effect on Intention to use technology. TPACK 
does not directly affect the intention to use technology. 

The conclusion is that TPACK through Teachers’ self-efficacy on the use of ICT in 
Pedagogy does not directly have a positive and significant effect. Therefore, the higher 
the TPACK and TSE the teacher has, the TSE will not necessarily increase. In this 
study, TSE cannot be used as an intervening variable but TSE can only be an 
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independent variable. Lastly, the results of testing showed that the indirect effect of 
organizational innovative climate through teachers’ self efficacy on the use of ICT in 
Pedagogy is significant. This finding agrees a previous study by [55] which remarked 
that the continuous use of e-teaching between teachers is positive and significant. 
Organizational innovative climate for continuous use of e-teaching directly and 
indirectly through computer self-efficacy. The conclusion is that organizational 
innovative climate through the teachers’ self-efficacy on the use of ICT in Pedagogy 
directly has a positive and significant effect. Therefore, the higher the OIC and TSE the 
teacher has, the UIP will definitely increase. In this study, TSE can be used as an 
intervening variable. 

6 Conclusion 

This study examines the effect of technological pedagogical content knowledge on 
the use of ICT in pedagogy. The results showed that: first, technological pedagogical 
content knowledge directly did not affect teachers’ self-efficacy but it significantly 
influences the use of ICT in pedagogy. Further, an innovative organizational climate 
directly influences the teachers’ self-efficacy and the use of ICT in pedagogy. In 
addition, teachers’ self-efficacy affects the use of ICT in pedagogy. Sixth, technological 
pedagogical content knowledge mediated by teachers’ self-efficacy does not directly 
affect the use of ICT in pedagogy while organizational innovative climate-mediated by 
teachers’ self-efficacy affects the use of ICT in pedagogy. Based on the findings it is 
provided some suggestions that technological pedagogical content knowledge should 
be improved. Furthermore, the innovative organizational climate must be enhanced by 
creating an organizational atmosphere that encourages innovative behavior through the 
development of formal actions and tools, as well as the provision of resources. This 
study is the first step for a similar study in the future. Further researchers are suggested 
to expand the scope of research and with a higher number of respondents and not only 
in the scope of the school, but also can be conducted at schools under the auspices of 
the Ministry of National Education. 
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